SUMMER INTERNSHIP REPORT

BATCH 2018-20
Indian Institute of Management Bodh Gaya is proud to announce the successful completion of the Summer Placement season of 2018-19. The fourth batch of IIM Bodh Gaya participated in the summer placements this year, and as per the tradition, registered a 100% placement, living up to its IIM brand.

2018-19 was a landmark year for IIM Bodh Gaya seeing its largest batch so far, and while the senior batches are busy creating a name for their own, the 4th batch successfully lived up to the legacy of success and impressed upon several prominent, both old and new, recruiters, who gave a record number of offers this year. We wish the batch a successful internship experience and hope that they continue moving forward on the same path!
Batch Profile

Educational Background

Majority of the batch comes from reputable institutes like IITs, NITs, COEP, DU etc. Students come from various streams of engineering, management studies and financial markets.

- Computer Science/IT Engineering (30%)
- Mechanical/Civil Engineering (21%)
- Electrical/Electronics Engineering (33%)
- Finance/Management (6%)
- Others (10%)

Work Experience

Almost half of the batch has prior work experience, with average work experience being 18.4 months.

- Freshers (55%)
- 1-12 Months Experience (18%)
- 13-24 Months Experience (16%)
- More than 24 Months Work Experience (11%)
The Institute witnessed an overwhelming response from recruiters this year, with the number of Companies visiting IIM Bodh Gaya, increasing from 24 to 37, and the number of offers increasing from 63 to 93. Students were offered roles in Sales, Marketing, Finance, Operations, HR and General Management. Prominent recruiters included Maruti Suzuki, Sodexo, Edelweiss, Kotak Mahindra Bank, E&Y among others.

- Total Students Participated: 66
- Total Companies Participated: 37
- Total Number of Offers Made: 93

**Overall Average Stipend**: ₹61,420

**Highest Stipend**: ₹190,000

**Overall Median Stipend**: ₹55,000

**Average Stipend of Top 25%**: ₹92,270

**Average Stipend of Top 10%**: ₹116,000
Majority of the batch was inclined towards roles offered in marketing domain. Roles offered included Sales, Market Research and Intelligence, Analytics, Digital Marketing and Business Development. Finance roles were more sought after this year as compared to last year, with many prominent companies offering roles including Risk Analysis, Credit Research, Portfolio Management, Corporate Finance, Equity Research, Venture Capital Analyst. Operations and General Management roles offered included Operations Analytics, Supply chain, and IT operations. HR was offered for the first time to the batch at IIM Bodhgaya. The roles offered were HR Generalist, HR Analytics and Change Management.
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